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Police Visit

Community Elects New Council

Adolph Lampeter

Council Chairman
Wallack Reelected
Elections for Council were
held last Tuesday. Donald Baier,
:::::.harles Hollander, Donald Hurowitz, Andrew Krieger, and Stanley Reiche 1 were voted into
)fice.
A total of 340 votes were cast.
rhe ten finalists finished in the
following order:
Cha.r les Hollander ............ 235
Don Hurowitz ........................ 168
Andy Krieger ....................... 126
Don Baier .................................... 117
Stan Reichel ........................... 115
Harry Rosenblum ............... 112
Craig Livingston .............. ... 101
Mark Mellett .......................... 100
Jon Rosenbaum ................ .... 64
Ray Mellett .............................. 60
The first four will serve for a
full year; the fifth, Stan Reichel,
wil sit on Council only until
rune. Next semester's Council
.vill consist of the five elected
,ast week, plus ALan Wallack,
Michael DeWitt, Ed Fischer, Mr.
~i te, Dean Hodgkinson, and an}ther faculty representative to
Je elected.
The primary elections, held a
i week ago Tuesday, produced
;hese results:
Hollander .................................. 183
Hurowitz .................................... 122
Reichel .......................................... 119
R. Mellett .................................... 105
Krieger ........................................ 105
M- Mellett ................................. 101
Livingston ................................ 80
Rosenbaum .............................. 73
Baier ....................................... 73
Rosenblum .............................. 73
Since three students were tied
'o r eighth place, it was decided
iO include ten candidates on the
'inal ballot.
Charlie Hollander led the f.inal
otals for the fourth time as he
von his fourth consecutive fullrear term. His total of 235 set a
1ew record for the Council
~lections.

Don Hurowitz is the brother of
iteve Hurowitz, Obserber editor
'rom 1959 to 1961. Steve ran for
;ouncil his senior year but finshed tenth. Don's total of 168
~xceeded any received in prevous elections.
In addition to Charlie, three

other incumbents sought re-election la:st Tuesday: Jon Rosenbaum, Mark Mellett, and Ray
Mellett. The primary b a 11 o t
listed .the incumbents, but the
final ballot omitted the designation.
The election for Chairman of
Council was held last Thursday.
Alan Wallack won re-election
over Stan Reichel.
Al Wallack .............................. 99
Stan Reichel .............................. 75
Charlie Holl.ander ............... 18
Protest Votes .............................. 5
Andy Krieger ........................... 2
Jean-Paul Sartle .................. 2
Mark Mellett .............................. 2
Ron Nasser ................................. 1
Ellen Rogovin ........................... 1
Don Baier ....................................... 1
All but the firSit two were writein votes.

African Diplomat:
To Visit: Bard
By Tom Lechner

W:hen Mrs. Lampeter called
the State Police, she said that
there was no trouble, but she
anticipated that there would be.
However, when Logan and MeNaHan got to the scene, there
there was no trouble.
According to police records,
the troopers spoke to one of the
youths, and he left of his own
volition.

Dr. kline Speaks on Bard
And The Episcopal Church
Edtior's note; On November
college, delivered a sermon in
15, Dr. Kline, President of the
the Bard dChapel. We are printing his message becauuse we
feel it is of interest to the community.

This week Kadumukasa Kironde, Jr., the son of Uganda's
Amabassador to the United Nations, and High Commiss~oner
to Canada, is visiting Bard.
'Kadu' will bring with him
Wha t does it mean to be a
films, and informatiOIJl about his church-related college? This is
country, which wil be of special an important question. There
benefit for those sociology stu- are somewhat over 2,000 acdents who are studying the terri- credited four-year coluleges in
tories of Bunyoro, and Buganda, the United States, of which
in Uganda. The Bard Collegiate more than 1,200 were originally
Council for the United Nations £ounded by religious bodies, and
is sponsoring Kadu's visit.
over 800 continue to be churchThe program is an integral reLated. No other agency in our
part of the Bard CCU'N's plan society has brought so many colto acquaint Bard students w'th leges to birth, or has poured out
the philosophies of people whose so large a proportion of its total
political, social, and cui tu~al resources in this cause.
backgrounds differ from those
But the initial zeal evidenced
with which they are familiar. by the religious community in
Through the Intermutional Stu- founding colleges ha:s not been
dent Movement for the United matched by an equal skill in
Nations, which is active in over the continuing relationship with
40 countries, the Ba·r d CCUN these institutions. As .a result for
members are carrying on a vigor- too many church related colous information exchange pro- leges have remained feebl&, ingram with students in Liberia adequate, or even shabby instiand Uganda. CCUN is also ne- tutions.
gotiating to extend its corresEven more .than other colpondence to Warsaw students. leges, a church-reLated one contains seeds of mediocrity. Which
shall come ;to fl.ower is determined by whether there be in

Library Presses
For Xerox Copier
The library may SQOn be a:ctuiring a Xerox Machine. The
nachine will copy almost anyhing, and in about 30 seconds.
t will reproduce copies in a
raction of the time it would
ake :to do long-hand.
Mr. Haigh, the school libraran, has brought the matter of a
(erox Machine to the attention
•f the Administration. He said
hat they were interested, but
here is a problem about funds'he rentaJ. is rather high - in
he vicilnity of $1400 to $1500.
.fr. Haigh said that he did not
:now of any plans for raising

"We had a call from the lady
running the tavern that there
were several youths in there
who were causing a disturb-ance." These were the words of
Sergeant Urey, of the State
Police at Rhinebeck, referring
to Adolph's. Sergeant Urey
continued, "we got the call at
12:30 Saturday morning." He
added that, due to poor weather,
troopers Logan and McNallan
probably didn't get to Adolph's.
"until well after 1:00."

there were a charge of about
lOc a page, this might be sufficient to cover the rental.
"The Xerox could benefit the
school in a number of obvious
ways," Mr. Haigh told the Observer. "All the departments
could profit by it." He said that
the most pressing need for the
machine would be for Senior
Projects. It could also be used
for making clear copies of scripts
by the Drama Department. It
would also be helpful for Council, the Administration, and just
about everyone else on ca:mpus.

such an institution a more than
ordinary vision and strength of
purpose
If it be stern with itself and
willing to venture, a church-related college can be better than
other colleges. But if it rests
itself upon that polite deference
which is often accorded· to things
claiming a connection with religion, or if it takes advantage of
that exemption from rigorous
objective standards which is
often allowed to pious enterprises, then it will probably be
.a shabby college.
Much then is .art; stake here.
And so, let us consider that question: What should be the nature
of a church-related college?
I want first to present what [
feel are the two essential elements of 'a church-related college, and then to list six characteristics which I hope will
made such a college.
The first fundamental element
of a church-~related college is
that it must qualify as a college acoording to the academic
criteria by which every college
is judged, before tt is entitled
to respect for being .any one
specia:l kind -of college. In other
words, unless -it prevails as a
(Continued on page 4

Seventeen Seniors
Graduate Mid-year
Daryl Utz
The Observer wishes to congratuulate the seniors who are
graduating this semester. We
feel that in the past they have
not received. the recognition
they deserve. Therefore the Observer hopes that the following
will supply a small measure of
that recognition.
Daryl is a Psychology rn.ajor,
and her Senior Project is the
~ormulation of an Indirect Attitude -test. The indirect tes·t will

race and skin color by their rating of pictures, by attractiveness. Unfortunately, because of
the pres·idential election, people
in certain reference groups have
had commitments to campadgning and Daryl has not been able
to get in touch with them.
After finishing her Project
over f.ield period, Daryl plans to
enter Medical school.

Dave Jacobowitz

When the Observer asked Mr .
Lampeter if he were asked to
close two nights ago, Adolph answered, "Yes". According to
Sergeant Urey, "There's nothing
here to indicate that he was
shut down."
When asked about non-Bardians, he said the following.
"They only come here to annoy
the Bard students." He added,
"Outsiders? They're here to pick
up girls." Adolph continued,
"You've got to run things as
sm·ooth as you can."
When asked what happened
on the night of December 11,
Adolph told the Observer, "You
know, I get rid of a lot of other
people, and now you start this
stuff."
When Mr. Lampeter was
questioned about what he would
do if a local person asked him
to evict a Bardian, he answered,
"No, I wouldn't throw him out."
Asked why he would not take
action, Adolph said, "Bard students have more ability than
local boys. They're more educated."

this winter. As he says, "I'm
goin' out :into the Great Field
Period of Life." Dave is looking
forward to buying a Matchless
500cc motorcycle as soon as he
makes some money.
At Bard, Dave was a government major. However, when he
goes to graduate school in the
fall, his field of concentration
will be psychology. So between
now and autumn, he needs to
.take some psychology courses
for background. He is considering the graduate schools of Columbia and Chicago.
Dave's Senior Project, entitled
"The Latterday Utopias," discusses the utopian Viision, from
1887 to 1946, of Bellamy (Looking Backward), Huxley (Brave
New World), and Orwell ( 1984).
Previously the utopias presented
in satire had envisaged a better
life, but the authors Dave investigated had a new way of
thinking about the ideal.
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The ,Entertainment Committee, in conjunction with Dean Hodgkinson, decided to have a
dress regulation for the formal dance. The reasons given for the rule are many. But none of
them seems to make much sense. Rather, it
appears to be a measure that was invoked as a
panacea and that was carried out with hysterical
optimism.
The Entertainment Committee says that it
is not too much to ask peop!le to get dresl!d up
once in a semester. They also say that if people
are dressed up, they will be less inclined to throw
around liquor and other messy items, for fear of
spoiling their finery. They also say that if Bardians are required to be decked out, then 'townies'
will be easily spotable. These, then, are the reasons for the decision.
If one were to ask a member of the Committee why they passed this decree, one would most
likely be to'ld that it won't hurt boys to wear a
tie. Or perhaps another member will tell you
that at no ·other school would the question even
come up. If one is going to a formal dance, then
by universal consent, that means that boys will
wear suits and ties, and girls will wear skirts, at
least. But that sti'll doesn't answer the question.
And it becomes a bit stickier if one pauses to
think about where the money is coming fromconvocations. Morally, the Committee has at best
a doubtful position to defend. But a more immedate question is the constitutionality of their acton. Nowhere in the Constitution has the Entertainment Committee been delegated authority
to determine a matter of this sort.
Their duties are:

, . . to plan and execute all social events or
to supervise their planning ·and execution,
with the collaboration, when necessary, of
organized ·o r informal groups planning social functions.
(Community Government Constitution, Article 5
section D, Part IIJ
Is it really true that dressed-up peopie will
be less inclined to mayhem? If this dance were
to be compared to other Bard dances, I do not
think that one would find a striking difference.
There was still the same number of unfortunates.
For example, witness the state of decorations at
the end of the dance. Nice clothes will not stop
people from drinking. It is the after-affect that
counts, and not previous intentions.
What about outsiders? If it is really desirable to shut them out, can this not be accomplished by some other means? A proctor at the
door, for instance, would have a much greater
percentage of success. Further, is it past all belief that a 'towny' is also capable of getting dressed up?
We certainly sympathize with the people
who must look in dismay at something like the
state of the gym floor. (Given a few more such
dances, the floor is sure to rot away entirely.)
We are also in sympathy with the Entertainment
Committee· Their's is not an easy job, During this
semester, the Entertainment Committee has peprformed a more than ·adequate service. They have
been ingenious on little money. They have been
inventive and invincible. Keep trying-but not
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Letters To The Editor

Man About Campus
By W. Dixon PoweU

As the sun set slowly in the West, the eartl
was ripped with reverberations emanating fron
the vicinity of the temple of Thampris and rat
tling window panes from Stone Row to Ludlow.
Willinck.
Guided by my ever-intent reporter's ears, :
ran to the brink of the cliffs to view the destruc
tion of boulders lying hidden 'neath the soil
Several stout B & G men were laying explosives
furthering the narrow chasm that extende<
str.aight as an arrow from the hill south of th•
soccer field toward Kappa Gamma Chi.
This was hut the first of many jobs I was ti
undertake as newly appointed Roving Reporte:
for the Observer. During the next few week
many feats of daring-do were to be performed a
a mere routine part of my assignment.
My next adventure was more mundanewas sent to interview the firehouse- now in swee
but sad repose, a mere skeleton of its former sel
looming behind B & G. It had, however, little t•
stating Reading Week. Can we say. Two sides were largely tom away, crossbar:
To The Editor:
In these last few weeks, filled honestly say that a two-month of two~by-fours held it together, as other board:
as they are with moderations, rest in the middle of winter, and pipes kept it from sinking into the ground
senior projects, exams and term which is supposed to be- and is On one remained a bulletin board that, witl
papers, we are wont to look in advertized as - a 'significant .great effort, took pains to speak to me. It tol<
the annals of Bard's ancient his- learning experience' is prefer- me that President Kline once congratulated form
tory. We find that several years able to a one or two week er Building and Grounds Director Cal Avery 01
ago our glorious institution had, respite at most crucial time in the work here he and his men performed on•
at this hectic time, a period of the s em e ~ t e r ? We have our summer. It spoke in glowing terms of New H'3.1'
bor and ever illustrated this with a shiny full
respite from the agonies of sem- doubts.
David Jacobowitz colored picture. It had much to say on a scrap o
ester's- end rush: The Reading
paper with "If you people want to continue to hav1
Don Baier
Week. If we look further back
heat you better leave the thermostat at 70° .'
we find that The Reading Week
(signed) Dick. Leaving it I solemnly crushed m;
lasted for two weeks. This seems To The Editor:
Since the advent of modern cigerette underfoot and headed toward the bar
like a nice sort of idea.
Not only were students reliev- roads ice has been a nightmare. racks.
Sounds of a piano, in North Barracks, greete<
ed from the crush of last-minute Because of ice, cars will skid,
work but the faculty found that spin, and perform other acro- me but I turned instead to South Barrack.5
The Reading Week afforded the batJcs that one has come to ex- where memories of many long-g.one painting class
best time to conduct modera- pect only in the movies perform- es attacked me. I cautiously stepped up onto wha
tions and senior project reviews. ed by skilled people known as was once the ominously Cordon Rouge-195:
Classes during this time were "stunt men". Otherwise, this --Champagne Brat." A very mediocre year iJ com
suspended and people could hazardous condition is corrected mented and looked around me. The roof, I notice~
catch up on any work which was with either a chemical to melt still covered appmximately half the buildinll
hanging over them. The idea be- the ice or sand to alleviate the Under it, directly in the center, was placed a step
came perverted when teachers problem of skiding. This is not ladder leading nowhere but to the flat ceiling tw•
began to assign papers over done at Bard· Not on weekends, feet above. Alarmed at the nonsensity of it,
Reading Week three years ago. at any rate. Why not? Simply desended and nearly caught my foot in the blown
because B & G is closed on out seat of an old cane bottomed chair. Browsin.
It was soon dropped.
We would like to see the Read- weekends. So, the roads are through the rest of the debris, •I came across tha
ing Week re-instated. In keeping ·allowed to remain in their haz- rarety of rareties, a 1962-3 Bard College Bulletir.
with the ideal of Bard as an "Ex- ardous condition until Monday which seems to have done service for at leas
perimental College" we find that when B & G may finally consent three years. (And is as incorrect now as it wa
there is nothing strict about the to relieve the problem. The dan- then.) In the snow on the floor outside lay
present time schedule to which ger was brought out glaringly guilded picture, testament of the grandeur of th
Bard adheres. There is the over- this past Saturday night after building in its youth. Some distance beyond, wer
ly long Field Period which could the Formal dance, and ·on Sun- old steps-now leadng a foot into the air, theJ
be shortened to allow Reading day. The roads were icy Satur- back into the snow. With sadness in my heart
Weeks at the ends of semesters. day afternoon. Nothing was recalled the many times I had seen Manus Pink
Why we hold on to the outmoded done about it. When it snowed water or Reece Kafka, standing there pompous!:
Field Period is a mystery to us. on Saturday night, and the or seductively, as the case may be.
Fleeing from my nostalgia, I sped toward
Students find it very difficult to roads were in very bad conditget jobs for just six weeks es- ion, nothing was done. After the the Observer office where the editor and one o
pecially with no direct aid from dance, driving was literally at her associates pressed me again into service. Thi
the school. The only rationaliza- one's own risk. Cars skidded, time to the heights· We ascended the stairs cau
tion which seems to hold water spun, could not stop for pedes- tiously and emerged on the roof. Before us in a]
concerning the Field Period is trians, and were extremely dif- its glory stood the famed, now silent, North Hoff
that it allows faculty to rest ficult, sometimes impossble to man bell. Inscribed were these words: "The Stan
from the rigors of teaching at contr·ol.Yet, nothing was done. dard Electric Time Co., Springfield, Mass." Tap
Bard. We should investigate our Must there be an accident before ping it wth my pen, I found its tone as resilien
Field Period deeply since upon B & G will consent to sand?
as ever. Next to the huge bell sat a sledge hamme
Helen Kanelous
in posoition to strike the hour that it had beeJ
it, rests the possibility of re-inawaiting since its controls were torn away ove
a year and a half ago.
Looking away from it I surveyed the lands nov
open to my sight and remarked to my companion
"Gee, from here I could spit at least sixty fee.
Disregarding me they began to call on peopl
William Walter
below. I turned to ex·amine the rest of the rooJ
Mr. Walter? "He marks as if sity of Iowa, where he started Numerous pipes extended from within. Approach
he were St. Peter at the gate and out as a Chemistry Major. He ing to find their purpose, my nose for news wa
his students, lowly sinners." switched t·o literature, "partly as rather damaged by thP rude odor emanating fro!l
This was one student's reaction. .a matter of temperainent." "My them. I was reminded that there were severa
Another student at the mention fin;t teaching experience was bathrooms in the buildings below that utilizc1
of Mr. Walter's name, burst into somewhat of a shock- half the exhaust pipes.
Desiring further information, I called on M1
poetry. "He's terrifying, but he's class were graduate students."
Griffiths, intrepid Director of B & G. H
Richard
wonderful. We need more pro- He added, "It was my first drafessors like him." Another stu- matic experience as a teacher. told me that the bell was .about ~o be moved t
dent commented, "You can taik I was teaching people older and the chapel belltower where it will again, as 1:
years gone by, strike the hour.
informally with him for hours, wiser than myself."
Furthermore the blasting was 'only the cleav
and still not know him any betHe has tau~t in a wide varie- ing of immovable objects from the side of the SO<
ter than when you began."
ty of places. Teaching has taken
Mr. Walter is from Iowa, "I him from the University of Iowa cer field, where a pipeline is being laid to Kapp!
was born on the banks of the to the Columbia School of Gen- The pipeline will hook-up on main campus wit
Missouri River." He is from a eral Studies. From there he went the line from the sawkill. Since the well at Kapp
medium-small · town or what to Hofstra, where "the students went dry, residents have been getting along on
you might call medium-l.arge worked harder than at Bard." supply fed through a hose fmm the library. A
town- Council Bluffs. He was Ther he was at Suffolk Com- this is a bit impractical a regular pipelin
is now being installed. Mr. Griffiths assures me :
educated in the public school mumty College for a year.
will do no harm to the soccer field because it i
system of Iowa. He enlisted in
Mr. Walter isn't quite sure
the army when he was 17, and why he went in tor teaching. At laid well to the side.
As for the barracks, with the new art bui1 ~
served for three years. He got

Scholar From Iowa
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Quarterly Review Of Literature
By Richard Deutch
Quarterly Review of Literaure XII 1 8c 2, a "double poetry
;suue, " is one of the most sucessful endeavors •I have seen of
his genre. It manages, as last
ear's double issue of POETRY
id not, to offer a sufficient num•er of good poems to warrant
he bulk and cost ($2).

Indeed, it is almost too big.
'he half- spirited attempt to uniY its contributors under Whit1an is unconvincing. A reviewer
; reduced to sketching in the
.ighlights of such a variegated
ollection.
-WHITMAN. Delightful: es•ecially "Champagne in Ice."
:pigrammatic poems, characterstic of his very late work. The
•oems reveal quite clearly his
riental influences.
AMMONS. One of the very
~est in this issue: of "The
~trait."

-BELITT (translations of Allerti). I haven't time before the
leadline to check the Spanish,
mt know Alberti pretty thor•ug.hly from other sources, also
3ELITT. This work is unreadlble, which is a Sltumbling block.
-BERRY. A fine longer poem.
-BEN T LEY. One of the
V'·orst:
In the lips' flare
a moist remark cuts the air;
eyes the color of pecan
make unique demands;
engender imperial
nostrils
dynasties (sic),
deign to signal subtle messages.
iow 1940-ish! There's a foot-

wte ,

even~

-DICKEY. "For the Linden
,IIoth" is a fine poem.
-FINKEL. Nine poems from
iimeon. "Cocteau's Opium I &
I" are very fine.
-HAMBURGER (translations
•f Holderlin). The best translator
1f this poet I have seen-infintely superior to Vernon Wat(ins, who appeared in the Hold~rlin issue of Quarterly. This is
folder1in 's verse play, an imlOrtant appearance.

Old Bard
By Michael Shafer
There's honesty about the
)lace. If you don't feel it, talk
.o a senior; he'll make you feel

t.
But if you have to talk to a
;enior, if you can't find it your:elf, if y·ou didn'lj; smell it the
ninute you walked on the cam.)US . . . .

Are we losing something,-- or
s the something still here, untppreciated, ignored? What kind
>f students are we bringing here
.hese days? What kind of atmosJhere are they helping us to
:reate? Dishonest?
On the surface there seem to
Je some new, "phoney" elements
;he "collegiatism" .so a1ien to the
;pirit of the place. And some of
.he latest exponents of "way
mt" individualism look so piti'ully self-conscious, so unlike in:h viduals. But that's just the
;urface. It isn't the point; and
Jesides, the old surface, I susJect, wasn't the epitome of staJililty. Ingrownness never is.
~onesty? Yes. Stability? Matur.ty?- no, that's not to be ex::>ected, for people were here,
md st.i11 are..to e-ain a•t tributes

-HECHT. Hecht is so skillful
a poet that he doesn't have to be
"an exciting new voice," "controversial," "the poet of tomorrow," etc. Here are six poems
which are simply excellent
poems. "Adam" is the best.
-JARRELL. I didn't read
him.
-KIZER. A dependale poet.
-LEARY. A poetaster.
-LEVERTOV. One of the
finest. poets writing in English
today. "The Earth Worm" is a
small masterpiece.
-STAFFORD. Consistently
fine poet.
-WEISS. One of the few
poets left who can write true
rhetoric.

Music:

Bill Evans Trio
By Don Bauer
Bill Evans d.s unquestionably
the finest jazz pianist on the current scene, and the concert he
gave in Bard Hall last Thursday
night was a brilliant summation
of his talents. Playing with
greater force and express·i veness
than he has in the lasot three
years, Ev.ans won the admiration
of a capacity crowd which applauded him repeatedly with a
ferocity almost unknown in a
Bard audience. Chuch Isr.aels on
bass and Arnie Wise on drums
complemented ·t heir leader almost perfectly.
Evan's group is a well-integrated unit; one can make this
statement of few jazz groups today. These musicians listened to
each other, and responded with
an ease and sensitivity which
showed a real familiarity wrth
each other's musical personality.
It was a special ~treat to hear the
extensive interplay between bass
and piano which has been the
trademark of Evans' trios since
the days when the late Scott La
Faro was the bassist.
The group's selections were
typical of the Evans repertoire;
he has recorded almost all the
songs he p~ayed . Many of them
were more successful here than
on records , for Evan s a;::pears to
have fought his way out of the
musical introspection which all
but stifled his more outgoing,
directly communicative side. His
renditions of "Nardis," "Someday My Prince Will Come," and
"Waltz for Debby" , his own
composition, were standouts in
an evening of magnificent performances. Evans also showed
what great beauty he can get out
of a melody with very little improvisation, "My Foolish Heart"
was a classic of its kind.
Unlike many ·other modern
jazzmen, Evans seems to be appredated by an older generation
of music lovers. To quote our
em,i nent Assistant Dean, "He
plays ·the kind of music I liked
when I was ·a girl."

XEROX
(Continued)
Mr. Haigh said that there
might be a problem with the
machine because it would be in
heavy use fior only about four
months of the year.
Mr. Haigh has already spoken to
the representatives of the Xerox

-
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Movies:

tThe Connection'
By Susan Cherry
If you expected "The Connection" to be unbiased and realistic,
you will likely be disappointed.
The movie was one more of
the attempts to expand the
supply of topics available for the
screen. As such, it is to be commended. But it suffers from
newness· The staging of this
movie had its own unique problems, which were valiantly
handled. But, alas, the result
was unfortunate, as was the
chara cterization of the central
figure.

"The Connection", taken from
the off-Broadway play of the
same name, was a bedraggled
version of the original. The
movie was meant to be a documentary about heroin, its users,
the problems of the whole situation. Most of :the film was spent
showing a group of heroin users
waiting for their fix.
The movie was staged as
though one were looking at actual films of the room in which
the action was taking place.
And for the purpose, the camera
moved from person to person, or
followed one person's wandering around the room. For a
while, this was effective. But
n ot for long.
The technique used aimed for
the utmost in naturalism . Therefore, director Shirley Clark had
the various characters talking,
as though to the cameraman,
about the making of the film
and about their lives. Then, Jim,
the "director" appears. This is
all to the worse. Jim was supposed to be a neophyte to the
subject of drugs and addicts.
Further, his role consisted in express ing hope that during the
filming there would appear great
revelations about the pains and
dangers involved in the taking
of heroin. But the character of
Jim was amusing for no more
than five minutes. After that,
his attempts to play it cool in
order to fit in with the group,
become cloying. One might also
wonder at his explanation of
how he found addicts that were
willing to be in the film . He says
that he gave them money for
drugs, and this was sufficient.
If the movie had followed the
course of the play, and had
sho wed both dire0tor and came raman it .vould have been successful fiction. On the other
hand, if it had excluded Jim
and had filmed only the actions
of the addicts, it could have been
a documentary. Unfortunate!y
it was a cross between the two.
By choosing to be ne ithe r fish
nor fowl , the film became a woeful undertaking.

The Entertainment
Committee
AI Wallack, Council Chairman, in an exclusive interview
with the Observer, enumerated
what he thought were the major
problems of the Entertainment
Committee. He also made a suggestion for their solution.
Mr. Wallack called for "a closer coordination between Council
and the Entertainment Committee." He said that this may require weekly reports from the
Chairman of the Committee to
Council.
"The problem started three

Review Of Measure For Measure
The current production of Shakespeare's Measure for Measure
by the Bard College Drama Dept. is without doubt one of the finest presentations we have seen on this stage. William Driver has
directed a play that moves fast, lively, and most deviou:.;ly.
Certainly the most outstanding element is the directon. Mr.
Driver has, as with A Winter's Tale, 2 seasons ago, shown that
there is much merit in this frequently criticized play. We are
awed at tmes by how cleverly the scenes are juxtaposed. Often,
before we realize it, we are in a new scene with startlingly different tone and tempo. Indeed, it is so well directed one almost
looks f01 something with which to find fau1t . On only one point
can we bring criticism-that the tragic, though assuredly a strong
element in this tragi-comedy, is more emphasized than the comedy
that forms its core.
Stuart Whyte's sets, always commendable, are here not only
the chief support to the directing, but a fascinating entity of
themselves. Instead of merely depicting a scene, they are the action around which all action is built. Though they might easily be
come a distracting novelty, the precision with which their movements are executed produces a much less-awkward transition
from scene- to-scene.
David Johnson's Escalus is perhaps the most polished role, and
qualities that once disturbed us as stilted or mechanical have
eased to become a most distinctive way of acting. This integrity
and incense at injustices are totally convincing. Though it is hard
to compare this with previous comic parts, it might not be too
much to say that this is David's best job to date.
The pious Lady Isabella, played by Maggie Eckstein, Has
been done with a commendable simplicity and grace. Though the
extent of her virtue may seem somewhat absurd, it is merely
a lack of timeliness on the part of the playwright and Maggie
makes us believe her virginity is worth her brother's life.
Robert Rockman as Vincentio got off to a very slow start, indeed, it was not until he was revealed as the friar that he fully
takes over the role. Moreover, on opening night, there was continuous improvement, from a rather insipid 1st scene to a powerful
last scene, in which he is indisputably the Duke of Vienna. Sunday night he seemed more convinced of his part from the start.
Susan Veit has given us a Mariana that leaves nothing to be
desired.
The sinister, conniving Angelo, played by Spencer Mosse is
a perfect picture of unjust administration of justice. He never fails
to convince, though we are not perfectly sure, in his first scene
with Isabella, that he does want her so badly.
Lucid and Pompey, most mischievously portrayed by Kenneth
Reiss and Charles Kakatsakis, respectively, are suuch delightful
rouges that, while hoping that they would be immediately
hanged, we could not allow the noose to hold.
David Crabbs played Claudio most sincerly and effortlessly.
Unfortunately, he was not always able to stay in character and
occasionally stumbled over his lines. Though John Boylan's characterization of Elbow was well done, it remained on the surface.
Much of the best work was done in lesser roles. Jeffery
Rochlis, Terrence Boylan and June Rosenbaum. deserve to be commended }n t!leir excellent portrayals of Justice, Provost and Peter.
Leigh Hea gy, Michael Thompson, and Helen Kanelous were mortthan adequate.
Adding their talents were Harvey Bialy, Harold Stessel, Richard Cianci, Seb Eggert, Blainie Deutchendorf, and Jane McCune.
Richard Deutch, James Fine, Charles Perkel, Lynn Bernstein,
Maxine Ueberman, E11en Barber, Elizabeth Jurist, Elizabeth.
Beecher, Marlayna Lockard, Jennifer Levitz, Alexandra Shenk,
Andrew Knapp, Donald Kinsler, and Douglas Weiss rounded out
the cast.
Spencer Masse's lighting was fully effectice and interestingly
used. Jacob Druckman's songs added so much that it would be
hard to see the play again without missing them.

WALTER
(Continued from page 2)

first it was for money. "It tumed ·out to be <a fascinating obsession."
Mr. Walter read for and passed his doctoral orals in the
Spring of 1962- ten years after
he had begun work on his doctorate. '~But I kept my hand in."
"And then 'I carne to Bard."
Mr. W.alter says that he likes
the school much more than last
year. He finds that he has worked up conside11able enthusiasm
for the place. "I find the students lazier than they need to
be. This isn't true the last two
weeks of the semester." He
added, "A great many students

ing away." He said that most
students here don't have the experience of leaming through
hard work.
Mr. Walter appreciates the
fact that at Bard these is a certain closeness between students
•and faculty. Nevertheless, he
feels that the students &.:e living
in a world which is but barely
intersected with the life of a
faculty member. And because
of the gaps, it is still hard to get
to know students. He commented, "there ·are simply a lot of interesting people all over the
place."
Mr. Walter thinks that the
\federation Test for Liternture
students. "was ·a i!Ood idea in
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Vassar Library
The Vassar Library is not
ope~ to the public- And Vassar
librarian Mrs. Bald win said she
wished this fact to be made
known to all Bard students. She
said that the library is open only
to Vassar students and other
scholars. Ministers, college professors, and graduate students
working on their theses are permitted to use the library. "In
other words," she added, "it is
open to people who have proven
themselves schol•ars." We just
d_on't have enough room", contmued Mrs. Baldwin. She said
that since Vassar students pay
to use the library, they should
not be inconvenienced by outsiders. It was also felt that if
Bard were allowed to the facilities, then every other neighboring school would also have to be
permitted in. Mrs. Baldwin said
that "other schools" include
Bennett College, Marist College,
ar.d Dutchess Community College.
Mrs. King, of the readers' service at Vassar, commented, "we
don't want strangers ranging
around our library." Mrs. King
emphasized that both Bard and
Vassar are liberal arts colleges,
therefore we use approximately
the same books. "If a Bard student comes, it's because someone's using the book at their own
-library." She felt that if a book
were that popul•ar, certainly
Vassar could not spare it.
The Bard Library has about
84,000 columes, Mr. Haigh told
The Observer. The Vassar Library, according to its librarians
has about 360,000 volumes'
The Vassar Library was recently renovated and enlarged,
the Observer was told by the
Secretary to the President.
When ·asked if the Vassar
Library was the best within a
twenty mile radius, Mrs. King
said that she supposed that it
was. But she added that "They
want the same things our students do, and we can't spare it."
She also said that if str·angers
were to use the lbrary, then Vassar would have to pl'ovide additional service, "and we are not
·about to." Mrs. King went on,
"The Vassar students pay a lot.
I don't think they ought to share
the library with other students."
An unidentified librarian added that "there is just so much
information to g•o around, and
that they can't afford to let other

Entertainment Committee
(Continued)
years ago", said Mr. Wallack,
"Because of immature zeal." At
that time, he continued, about
2/3 of its budget was taken
away. Mr. W a 11 a c k added,
"Since that time, the Entertainment Committee has gone steadily down hill."
Mr. Wallack listed three
causes for the Committee's disappointing record. First, he said,
there is not the same quality of
interest among Committee members as there has been in the
past. He said that the second
cause was the splitting up of
the functions of the CommitteeWhat should be handled by the
Entertainment Committee is
now divided between it and
other campus groups, such as,
clubs and organizations. Finally,
Mr. Wallack said that the Committee has no centralized coordination.
"This is not to say that we
don't appreciate the efforts of
the Entertainment Committee of
this semester." Mr. Wallack concluded. "I think they're doing a
fine job, and h~pe they will con-

people see their books." When
Mrs. King was asked if this was
perhaps tending to bottle up
knowledge, she answered
"Knowledge is too widespread
these days. Besides, there's always the Albany library." She
added, "We feel no obligation to
Bard stuudents." She says that
Bardians are not considering
Vassar's point of view, and,
therefore, we are being narrowminded. Mrs. King concluded
"W
. e d on ' t want strangers rang-'
mg through our li:brary even if
it weren't crowded."
'
The only pepole that seem to
know about the policy of no admission to outsiders is the Library committee of Vassar. The
Committee is composed of various faculty members and the
head librarian, Jean Me Farland
who was not available for com~
ment. Her assistants said that
The Observer could not speak
to the committee. Mrs- King was
of the opinion that "They
shouldn't have to justify their
position to any stuudents." "I
don't want to expose them to
you", the Observer was told.
As far as one librarian knows
the rule has been in effect sine~
1949. She said that it was revised "just this past year." It
was a decision of the administration.
Mrs. King said that the Vassar
Library will let Bardians use
their books on interlibrary loan.
But she added that this is subject to their not being in demand.

Observer Policy
The Bard Observer welcomes
articles and signed letters. We
are bound to accept for publication the views of all responsible
fac~ions in the Bard community
which are offered in good faith,
and which violate no legal or
moral laws or customs of comn;ton decency, or personal integ~
nty and freedom.
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SENIORS
(Continued from page 1)
Dave's project touches on H. G.
Wells, and he thinks this would
~e an excellent field for a proJect. He mentioned that Mrs.
Vosburgh was advocating such a
project las·t year because the
library has a great many references on H. G. Wells.

Mary Me Dougald
Mary Me Dougald was last
seen in "Toys in the Attic" in the
role of Anna Bernier. Last Semester she played Olga in "The
Three Sisters". These two roles
are her senior project. Speaking
about the experience of doing a
senior project in Drama she said
that .it was wonderful.' "It's all
you do for six weeks". Therefore, "It's hell when it's all over."
Mary spent her first three
semesters at Bard as a Psychology Major. She said that it was
experimental psych then, and
she wasn''t enjoying it at all. She
says that she is very happy she
decided .to change.
Mary has no immediate plans
for the future. "I've just been
sort of pounding the pavements
and that's not very exciting."
Although she enjoyed Bard
very much, she is disturbed at
the trend that the school seems
to be following. She feels that
Bard is turning into a very conventional school. But she said
that the change was a necessary
one.
To Mary, graduating in the
middle of the year means "you
just leave." She also said that it
'~is very anticlimatic." She added, "The group is too small to
have any kind of ceremony."

(Continued)

Beatrice Wine
Beatrice Wine is a 1iteraiure
like ·this. We're not here to shine·
we're here to get a little mixed major, and her Senior project
up, hoping that something new consisted of two short stories, a
might come out. That's honest novella, and a novel fragment.
Finding an academic atmoslooking for something new in
our genera!tion. We have to, and phere constraining to her creathe search is what the old Bard tive energies as a writer, she
does not plan on attending gradrepresented.
. But . honesty does't stand by uate school. She feels that workttself; It stands within a context ·ing part time in either New
of attitude. There is a kind of York or Euurope would be more
honesty which scathes; a kind beneficial ·to her writing.
Bebe considers her five semesthat neglects sympathy in hatred
of the less honest (or other kinds ters here most beneficial, yet she
of honesty?). There is a kind of is glad she didn't start her colthought which is outwardly cor- lege carrer at Bard. Her f.irst
rect but inwardly misinformed. two years elsewhere better premisinformed by motives which pared her for the academic deare dishonest- How honest have mands made on her at Bard.
our motives been? Has self-criticism been part of our driving CCUN Sponsors
force? Enough of a part? If so,
why haven't we related better to Essay Contest
the community outside? Or isn't
our honesty worth sharing?
First prize of a month-long all
But we seem to be doing bet- expense paid trip to Europe, inter this semester: Witness Tivoli. cluding a special summer-school
Maybe the new element isn'i so session about the United Nations
bad; maybe its ,a good, balancing in Geneva, will be awarded to
element.
the winner of a college essayIf we intend to relate to the writing contest sponsored by the
community outside as an expres- Collegiate Council :fior the Unitsion of honesty, we don't have to ed Nations. CCUN is basing the
concede anything. Cleaning up contest on the first of a series of
our collective face isn't a con- 90-minute television entertaincession- unless we haven't any- ment programs about the UN.
thing else to give our message
Students intending to enter
substance. Of course, if our the contest must notify the Bard
£acade were to lose its unattrac- College CCUiN (Box 84) as soon
'tiveness, we might gain more of as possible, this semester. Comthese "new" students, but, as I plete rules .and details are avail-

Richard Cohen
Richard Cohen, currently the
editor of the Lampeter Muse
which he says should be out
by the end of the semester.
Otherwise, he is doing his senior
project on Catullus. Richard
who is a literature major, taught
himself Latin when he was a
sophomore. He felt that he had
to learn Latin "because you're
cooked in the lit diVJision if you
came without Latin." He is
working with Catullus because
the translations he has seen are
both "insufficient and inadequate." He found the translations
either ·too slangy or flowery.
Richard says that he "has no
plans for the immediate future."
After he leaves Bard he will be
living in New York' City for a
while at least.
Richard said that "more of the
experimental quality of Bard
should be recaptured." He also
feels that the lower college is a
waste of time; people have to
wait two years before they get
what they come to Bard for.
When asked how it felt to be
graduating now? He answered
"I'm glad."
'

Kar-en Okzh
Karen is a Government major.
She wrote her Senior Project on
the Securities Act of 1923, which
was a New Deal Reform Legislation to counteract the problems
of the Stock Market.
Karen's Senior project has
kept her so busy that she has
not had time to inquire about
jobs. She is not planning to attend graduate school immediately but she hopes to enter a training program with a brokerage
firm in New York, with the in.
tention of becoming a broker.
Karen is considering going to
graduate school in September.

Rod Townley
One of the more creative literary students of Bard is graduating this semester. After he leaves
Bard, Rod Townley plans to travel and become, in his own
humble words, "an unknown
writer." Asked what he intended
to write the tall literature major
answered, "Anything but essa~s:" He continued, "I prefer
wntmg poetry, but when I can't
do this I'll write prose." Rod further feels that all of the fiction
he has wr.itten so far is inconseq~ential
and he hopes to
achieve a much higher standard
of perfection before he publishes.
Rod's senior project, a review
of James Agee, is soon going to
be reviewed by his board. James
Agee was an American author
:nho died about 45 years ago. He
1s best known for his book A
Death in :the Family, which ~as
recently made into a motion picture. Asked why he picked this
particular author, Rod answered, "He writes well and I'd like
to also. Also I feel that nothing
worthwhile has ever been written_ about him." Mr. Townley's
ma.m sources ~ere a few poorly
write magazme articles and
the books by the author himself.
CORRECTION
The article about Measure for
Measure which was in the Nov~~ber 2, 1964 issue of the Bard

college, it cannot prevail as
church college.
The second fundamental d(
merit . is that a church-relate
college must be validly "of th
church".
I think that the chief po1rpos
'Of a church's involvement in
college i:s to speak up for what i
be'lieves, at the point wher
learning is taking place. Its rol
is to bear witness, just as th
role of the church in the wod
is to bear witness.
This means that in a church
related college, the sponsorin
church should ·be represente
by a siglllificant s e g m en t c
faculty and students. It is nc
necessary that this churchly seg
~ent should be a large propm
bon of the student body and
think it should probably be con
siderably less than a majorit)
But it should be a group of sui
ficient size and quality to b
heard. In other words the lif
and faith of the Chu~ch mus
be validly lived, held, and ex
pres·sed on that campus.
These .are the two essenti~
elements of 'a church-related ~ol
le~:

l. I:t must in every wa,
qualify objectively as a colleg~
. 2. It must include, as par
of 1ts basic structure, the life o
the church.
Here are the six marks o
characteristics which such a col
lege would have:
1. I:t would have a goo
group of students who plan t
go on to prepare themselves fo
the ministry or other religiou
service. This group need not b
large, but it is essential that i
be not inferior in ability and i
col'lege performance to the stu
dents who are preparing them
selves for other careers.
2 It is essential that th
church-related college includ
in its student body and facult
men and women who hold view
other than ~huse of the churcl
that is have students who ar
pl·anning other careers, and thl:
these other life views and lif
goals be held in respect. Toda 3
the church lives in an increasing
ly pluralistic society, and th
o~mrch-related
college shouJ,
fit men and women to live in th
world as it really is, and i
should equip those who becom
ministers and teachers to minis
ter and teach in such a world
H~wever, the in.s.titution's au
thonty should not and must no
be employed to try rto secun
ev_en a tacit acceptance of thi
fmth and way of life on the par
?f t?-os~ who do not share th1
mSJt1tubon',s religious comm:Lt
ment.
It follows then, that th1
church-related college should no
se~k to suppress <the dissiden
v~nce, but rather should espe
ctally cherish it. It should , it
short, be a place where the mora
demands •Of God are strongly se
forth, where God is effective!,
presented as the architect ~
creation 'and its ultimate an<
continuing life-source, a placl
where He is presented, too, a
Jthe Lord of history, but also :
P~'ace where other life-views ar1
g_Ive full voice, including agnos
:he and humanistic voices .
p~ace where Freud, St. P~ui
N1et~sche and Thomas Aquina
all _come face to face and statl
their case-- in short a true cross
roads of the intellectual worl<
where the roads of faith and 0
non-faith really meet.
·
3. A third mark of :
church-related college is that i
should be mindful of its indebt
edness Ito the Jewish tradition
and that it should have in it:
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The Arts In New York
)'Oyly Carte Comes
To City Center
r; Gary Bratman

Lorraine Freeman

Here's a pretty how-dee-do. ces of "Tit Willow". Gillian
he delightful town of Titipu Knight deserves laurels for her
1s been transported to the stage magnificent portrayal of Katisha.
· the City Center and Bardians Her constant scowl and rich
we to satisfy themselves with voice bring true character to a
role that a lesser actress might
nand ale!
The D'Oyly Carte Opera Com- have fumbled. Jennifer Toye
my has brought its gift,ed cast, and Philip Potter as the lovers
1arming scenery, and marvel- Yum-Yum and Nanki-Poo, are
charming. The Mikado is deftly
lS costumes to the United States
1 give us a look at how Gilbert played by Donald Adams, who
1d Suullivan should really be contemplates making the punishme. This reviewer was anxious ment fit the crime with a sadis1see them, hoping for a treat of tic glee and a laugh that could
•Ianthe, Ruddigore, or Trial by curdle milk. Special attention
uy. It was a trifle upsetting should be given to the portrayal
1 find that the scarcity of thea- of Pooh-Bah by Kenneth Sand·e tickets necessitated seeing ford. He wields his heft around
Le Mikado. Visions of dreadful with a disarming grizzly quaHty
mior High productions and and his rich voice is one of the
mday m o ·r n in g educational most beautiful in the cast. All in
1ows for children were con- all, the entire company, is one
tred up. But these was no cause of the finest that this reviewer
~r fear. The entire production
has ever seen.
as as bright and fresh as it
The staging of the production
.ust have been when it was
itself enhances the beauty of the
rst performed.
The familiar strands of Suulli- piece immensely. Charles Rickm's music conducted by Isidore etts' costumes are beautiful and
odfrey lead the wanderer to enhance the characterizations.
l.e Japanes·e town of Titipu. The simple and effective sets by
ere we meet a cast of charac- Disley Jones show Titipu in all
•rs that has delighted audiences of it simple glory. The entire
nee the time of Victoria- Ko-ko, audience seemed delighted by
Le Lord High Executioner, is the production. An example of
rilliantly played by John Reed. their enthusiasm is the fact that
is mobile face and fantastic an- the "Here's a how-dee-do!" trio
cs point out all of the broad was called back five times for
Jmedy of the role and Mr. encores. The enchantment of
eed's voice is lilting enough to Gilbert and Sullivan was comring out the tragicomical nuan- plete.

KLINE
(Continued from page

4)

sion of faith, the Christian untake-up a sizeable body of
derstands that all men are
:!wish teachers and students.
guilty of the death of Ohrist,
One of the great facts of the
for all have in s-ome manner
}Cial and cultural history of
denied him, and since the sins
1e past few decades has been
that crucified Christ were
1e emigration of the core of the
c om m o n human sins, the
~wish intellectual community
Christian knows that he him·om Europe to America. This
self is guilty . . ."
wdus of a people which has
(Position Paper Accompanyn,own many tragic exoduses
as brought to America the dis- ing the 1964 Pastoral Letter of
)Verer of the theory of rclativ- the House of Bishops).
The Ecumenical Council and
y, the forebears of the deve1per of Salk vaccine, and the the new climate of which it is
mrces of a large proportion of both a cause and an expression,
te cuurrent American vitality have gone far to heal longstanding wounds in the body of man1 the creative and performing
kind. The colleges can rejoice
~ts, in contemporary letters,
that in the healing of this parti1d in scholarly research·
But going beyond rthis general cular wound, they did it first,
Let, a college in relatiomhip to and so helped show the way for
church has a special obligation the world. And in the further
~re,
namely to the Jewish healing that here remains to be
Jiritual heritage. For these are done, colleges can continue to
1e people and this is the faith show the way.
4· A fourth mark of a
1 t of which Chrsti.anity came.
hs is the sourse of "the law and church-related college is that
te prophets". This is the faith only rarely and for weighty
1rough which
came three rea~on should it admit a student
mrths of the canonical scrip- because he is "on the Church"
tres. A s St. Paul wrote to the vvho would not otherwise be selected for admission. And only
omans about his kinsmen.
with greater caution should it
"Theirs is the sonship, the
appoint to the faculty for
!onvenants, the giving of the
churchly considerations one who
aw, the worship and the prootherwise might not be chosen
nises. Theirs are the partifor appointment.
lrchs, and of them is the
5. A church-related college
=:hrist, according to the flesh."
should include in its curriculum
:tom~ms 9:4,5, Roman Catholic
courses which collectively preext)
And only last month, the Bis- sent the history and interpreta)ps of the Episcopal Church cle- tiorn of man's great religious tradihon. In such a college, this traared:
dition should be set in its proper
"The c h a r g e of deicide
intellectual context, significant
1gainst the Jews is a tragic
alike for the believer ,and the
nisunderstanding of the inner
non-believer. Inc 1 u de d here
;ignificencc of the crucifixion.
should be courses in doctrine,
C'o be sure, Jesus was crucified
church history, scripture, phil)y some Roman soldiers at the
osophy of religion, and comparanstigation of some Jews. But
tive religion. The church-related
,his cannot be construed as
college should "speak up for" the
~orporate guilt to every Jew
vast cultural contributions which
n Jesus' day; much less, the

The theme of Lorraine Hansberry's new play, The Sign in
Sidney Brustein's Window has
commitment. Sidney Brustein
played by Gabrell Dell, is a
young Jewish intellectual whose
Don Quixote complex prevents
him from facing the ever present realities, He will not realize
the need to establish a "welladjusted" life for himself or to
rescue a dwindling marriage.
Everything that Sid touches
seem.s to turn to ashes. He opens
a coffee shop where the purists
can gather and mix coffee with
Zen. But he soon realizes that
without moneyed customers
there is only one way - out of
business. Then Sidney decides to
put out an avant garde newspaper. A local politician encourages him to use the newspaper
as an organ for the latest re-

Walter

scene. He accordingly puts a
former that has appeared on the
banner sign in his window supporting the newcomer. Sidney
is dubious at first, but persuades
himself to go along for the sake
of taking up another cause. To
his surprise, his candidate wins
the election. Sidney is not only
ecstatic but also shocked. It is
the first time Sidney's idealism,
reluctant or o t h e r w is e, has
brought in a winner.
Iris, his wife played by Rita
Moreno, is an aspiring actress
seething with frustration because she knows that she will
never be a real star. Throughout
the play Sidney is busy chasing
his own pipe dreams and is completely unaware of his wife's
misery that broods in every
scene. She takes out her frustra-

tion on her husband and is scornful of his friends, who are radicals, homesexuals, artists, bohemians and sharpies.
Iris constantly reminds him of
many past failures. And on the
night that he is jubilant because
of his man winning, Iris bitterly
reminds his that his victory is
meaningless; his reformer has
betrayed the campaign promise
to sweep the neighborhood clean
of corruption and has sold out
the bosses.
After dealing this blow, she
packs her bags and walks out on
the marriage. Sidney is crushed.
The entire framework of his life
has been shattered. He breaks
down and gets drunk. The scene
ends in an inevitable tragedy,
after which Sidney (supposedly)
emerges a new man.

(Continued from page 3)

principle because it gives ,a common basis of comparison." But
he felt that there was not sufficient time allotted (one hour) for
the test.
Mr. Walter has mixed feelings about the Moderation pro-cedure. "Its difficult to be severe
enough." He thinks that most
students who are up for moderation do not realize fully the implications of being in the Upper

College. He feels that what is
being tested is the student's
potential "for doing semi-specialized work in the 1ast two years."

religious faith has been the
motivation, century after century, for much of the world's
finest art, music, literature, and
even science and philosophy.
Bach, Handel, Raphael, Milton,
and Dante were the great voices
of the culture of their times, and
much of their creative power
proceeded out of their irresis,tible compulsion to proclaim the
glory of God. Even in the field
of science, Mendel was a monk.
6. As a sixth and final mark
of a church-related college, it
should be found sharing in the
great adventures which belong
peculiarly to its own time, adding to them the further dimension of special theological insight.
You know, every age of history has its frontier, and as
Lowell reminds us in his very
familiar line, "Each age its
solemn task may claim but
once."'
For example, in the Renaissance, that frontier was the rediscovery of the cultural treasures of the classic past, and the
suffering of them with a new
vitality.
In the centuries from Renaissance to the settlement of the
Americas, the frontier was the
discovery of new lands, especially those of the West and Far
East.
In the 19th century, especially, the frontier was at the outward edges of the spread of western civilization over the earth,
western civilization as embodied
in Christian missions, educaton,
medcine, and modern governmental patterns.
Then, in the lifetimes of our
fathers and ourselves, the great
human frontier has been the
frontier of science.
Now we are in an age whose
frontier is the developing edge
of reconstruction of the social
order. This reconstruction of the
social order is pi"obably the most

focus is twofold: first, in the
thrust for nationhood of the formerly subject people; second, in
the reach or full social ·and economic equality by minorities in
the older and multi-racial societiesMost obviously, the churchrelated college has a particular
responsibility to participate in
such movements. But in addition
to the zeal which others have,
such an institution should bring
also its own special gifts: a sense
of love and forgiveness, and a
belief in the possibility of men
being turned from old ways to
new ways, that is, a faith and an
experience in the power of redeeming love.
In short, to such a cause as
today's civil rights movement,
the people who speak for both
church and college should be
able to add the theological dimension.
Now finally, why should
church and college be 'associated
together anyway?
At a meeting in Geneva, New
York, this past August, the Foundation for Episcopal Colleges
adopted this declaration:
"The role of these colleges
is of unique importance to a
continuing dialogue in which
the Church by its involvement
... reminds the academic community of the significance of
Christianity in Western culture;- and in which the colleges . . . constantly remind
the church of the necessity
for intellectual integrity . . . "
I do not know whether you
realize it or not, but colleges are
desperately important to religion.
The secular state cannot lay
hands on the Church without
usually provokmg a reaction
which will 1acqmt the Church
even where it does not deserve
to be acquaited. The academic
community is one of the few
bodies which can call the struc-

"Some required courses are a
necessary evil." And the study
·of literature might be one of
them. He wold like to see Eng1ish required for two years. He
says that this standard practice
for most other colleges-

"I think in g en e r a 1 that
ohurch-related and private colleges have the defenders of intellectual freedom. History will
bear this out." Otherwise, Mr.
Walter ssays that he has not
thought about church-relatedness in colleges, or in Bard in
particuLar. He feels that at Bard,
"there is no limitation of academic freedom whatsoever."
of ""acts.
Yor example, it was religious
people for what they. felt were
godly reasons, who sought to
discredit and suppress Copernicus' dicoveries of the structure of the solar system the
work of Galileo, and the Darwinian theory of evolution. And
because there was nobody in
society which could or did bring
the men of the Church to account, they were able to persist
in a way of pride and of blindness to fact.
Had the Church at those
points been in live relationship
with an independent intellectual
structure of power, vigor and
courage, it probablly would have
been unable to go on in oposition to newly found truth. Thus,
colleges can help to guard the
soul of the Church!
And conversely, religion can
help to nurture a soul for a college. It should be a voice continually crying (often in the wilderness) that beyond all that
even the most learned men
know, there lies- still further
on- a wonder and a mystery,
greater than we can know.
A college and the Chuurch
have this in common, that e·ach
is committed to a value beyond
itself. Each is beholden to a truth
which in the end must take
precedence over institutional
self interest. Each must be prepared to save its life by losing it.
In the world, those who serve
an absolute value do not usually achjeve the material prosperity of those who are free to follow expediency and self-interest. It is not surprising, therefore, that both scholars and
saints have usually been poor,
and it can be expected that this
will continue to be so. And so
it is quite probable that a
church-related college may not
be conspicuously affluent.
It is also quite possible that it
may be highly respected~ deeply
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''The Friendly Drug Store"

RIKERT'S
AUTO BODY

RED HOOK DRUG STORE

TR 6-4740

December 17, 196

First National Bank of Red Hook
Cht'clting Accounts

COMPLETE BODY AND

Sat•ings Accounts

RED HOOK, N. Y.

FENDER REPAIR

PLateua 8-5591

Tra•veler's Chuks
Rt. 9 North

Rhinebeck

Christmas Club

FREE

DELIVERY

Prescription

Quality

BODY & PAIN1·
SHOP

Specialists

Complete Cosmetic Line

FANNY FARMER CANDY

Member Federal Deposit Insurance

Harold's

Fir&t Cltu& Work
at
RP-monable Price•

Snack Bar

AT

TO BE SURE

Boyce Chevrolet, lnt:.

Come to Us for

ANNANDALE;.oN-HUDSON

RED ROOK, N.Y.
Walt Decker

LIQUORS

App. TeL Sem«le
PL 8-Z%71
24-HOUR TOWING
Phone
PL 8-5673 Days
PT, 9-3681 Nights

BEER

TIRES
BATTFltiES

Hout·s: 7:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

Orchard Supply
Inc.
e

HARDWARE
e PAITS- GLASS
e HOUSEWARES
ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES

e

Phone I"L 8-5271
Red Hook. N.Y.

RICHMOND
LAUNDRY
Route 9, Red Hook

(Closed Tuesday)

DAVID AND ANNA SACKS, Proprietors

New & Used Car8

NORBY'S SERVICE STATION
ttoutes 9G & 199, Barrytown, N.Y.

AND

LUBRICATION

Norbert Quenzer, Prop.

Homer Bollenbecker lives on
Bollenl:>ecker Road in Rhinebeck. He thinks the road was
named after him, or possibly his I
f · er.

ROLAND A' BRIAL

NO-RGE
Coin· Operated
Laundry & Dry Cleaning
Village

Liquor Store
NORTH BROADWAY

RED HOOK, N.Y.

TELEPHONE: PL 8-6271

J. J. & A. Colburn, Inc.
106 SOUTH B'WAY

FINE WINES
and
LIQUORS
OPEN 8 A.M.-!\ P.M.

OPERATED BY

RED HOOK, N.Y.

SAVE 75o/o
On Your Dry Cleaning

SATURDAY 'TIL 1 P.M.

Tel. PL 8 · 9511

BIJILDING SOMETHING?

Quick Service
Laundry

With plywood and an Easi-Bild Pattern, a Handyman
Plan, or a Plywood Plan even an amateur can make
anything. from a demountable music wall to a shelf door
wardrobe in a short time . . . for a little price.

. ....... $1.50
DRY CLEAN-I lbs. ...... .
9 DRESSES (approx.> .. ... . ...
1.50
10 SLIPOVER SWEATERS (approx.> . . .. 1:50
3 LIGHTWEIGHT or Z HEAVY SUITS .... 1.50
DRYERS-50 lbs. .......... . .
10 Min.
.10
WASR-8-lbs. DRY WEIGHT 25- .25 lbs••50

FOR COMPLETE SUPPLIES FROM CEMENT

-Shirt Service-

Oderless
Dry Cleaning

BLOCKS TO PLYWOOD, VISIT ...

Scheffler Lumber Co.
RED HOOK, N.Y.

PHONE PL 8-2222

Adolf's

Annandale Hotel

C. J. Stockenherg
HARDWARE
RED HOOK
Phone PL 8-2791

•

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
LIGHT BULBS
TOOLS- PAINTS
FLASHLIGHTS
BATTERIES

SAWDUST

TRAIL

Good

Liquor

Food

Beer

RESTAURANT

Steaks and Sea Foods
Tel. Rhinebeek TR 6 • 8189
Roule 9 between

Henry Benson, Prop.

Rhinebeck and Red Book

Rhinebeck, N.Y.

OPEN NIGHTLY

..

